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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Near-infrared analysis has become an important tool in the determination of the 
chemical composition of biological materials. The near-infrared portion of the 
electromagnetic spectrum refers to the region of wavelengths from 750 to 2600 nm 
(Murray and Williams, 1987). The development of lead sulfide detectors opened the door 
for widespread use of near-infrared analysis (Kaye, 1955). In the mid-1960s Karl Norris 
of the USDA Instrumentation Research Lab developed near-infrared wavelength selection 
and calibration techniques to predict constituent concentrations (Butler, 1983; Norris and 
Hart, 1965). 
Molecules and radiation have two things in common, energy and frequency. 
Molecules can only absorb photons that are of an energy coincident with the 
characteristic vibrations of the molecule (Murray and Williams, 1987). The energy of the 
molecule is elevated in discrete steps. Each energy level is called an overtone (Kaye, 
1954). Hydrogen atoms bonded to nitrogen, oxygen, or carbon vibrate with frequencies 
that correspond to the overtones common to the near-infrared spectrum (Wetzel, 1983). 
These atoms are common to organic compounds. 
Near-infrared analysis offers simple, rapid and safe testing. Near-infrared 
reflectance (NIR) equipment has fewer sources of error then Kjeldahl nitrogen analysis 
for protein content in wheat (Williams et al., 1983). Near-infrared analysis doesn’t 
destroy the sample, require chemicals, use water, involve waste disposal or fume removal. 
Near-infrared analysis is dependent on chemical methods for reference in calibration. 
Calibration is the process of relating the near-infrared reflectance or transmittance 
spectrum of a material to a specific constituent concentration. The relationship of a 
material to the absorption of light is stated by Bouguer, "Equal thicknesses of an 
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absorbing material will absorb a constant fraction of the energy incident upon it" 
(Wheeler, 1978). Absorbance can be defined in terms of reflectance or transmittance. A 
reference method is used to determine a constituent’s concentration. Statistical 
techniques are used to select wavelengths, from the near-infrared reflectance or 
transmittance spectrum of the material, that are related to the determined concentration. 
The end result of a calibration is the ability to predict the concentration of the constituent 
using near-infrared absorbance data. 
Explanation of Thesis Format 
This thesis, "Moisture Determination of Single Soybean Seeds by Near-infrared 
Transmittance" is in the alternate thesis format. The paper by the same title comprises 
the main portion of the thesis. The paper was prepared for publication in the 
Transactions of the American Society of Agricultural Engineering 
Charles R. Hurburgh, Jr., coauthor and major professor, guided, analyzed and 
reviewed the research and paper. 
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MOISTURE DETERMINATION OF SINGLE SOYBEAN SEEDS BY 
NEAR-INFRARED TRANSMITTANCE 
4 
ABSTRACT 
A calibration set of 140 soybeans from seven different varieties, ranging in moisture 
from 5 to 22%, wet basis, was used to calibrate a spectrophotometer for moisture 
prediction of single soybean seeds. Near-infrared absorbance (A) of individual soybean 
seeds was measured over the spectral region from 800 to 1100 nm by 0.5 nm. The axis of 
the soybean seed parallel to the incident light beam was measured as an estimate of 
optical path length. Three mathematical techniques were used to develop calibration 
equations: linear correlation to a difference in absorbance (AA), stepwise multiple linear 
regression (MLR), and partial least squares (PLS). A validation set contained 100 
soybeans from five different varieties, ranging in moisture from 5 to 20%, wet basis. The 
standard error of prediction (SEP) for equations using absorbance data only was 0.88% 
for AA, 0.82% for MLR, and 0.81% for PLS. The SEP for equations using path length and 
absorbance data was 0.73% for AA, 0.69% for MLR, and 0.65% for PLS. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Near-infrared analysis is a valuable tool for the prediction of constituent percentages 
of wheat, barley, com and soybeans. Near-infrared reflectance (NIR) is in common use 
for the analysis of ground grain samples (Hurburgh, 1988) and has been investigated for 
whole grain samples (Stermer et al., 1977; Tkachuk, 1987). Near-infrared transmittance 
(NIT) of whole grain samples is becoming increasingly popular (Williams et al., 1985). 
Whole grain NIT is advantageous because of the sample preservation and simple 
sample preparation. Non-destructive testing provides for replication, additional tests, and 
storage of the sample for future analysis. Plant breeders could use a non-destructive, 
single-seed NIT to isolate individual seeds for genetic improvement without the loss of 
seed stock. 
Low-noise transmittance measurements of whole grain can be made in the spectral 
region from 800 to 1100 nm (Norris, 1983). This region has a water absorption peak at 
970 nm and a weak water absorption band at 845-850 nm (Curcio and Petty, 1951), 
making it a possible region for moisture prediction. 
Norris and Hart (1965) used NIT to predict the moisture content of individual, intact 
peanuts and lima beans. They predicted moisture using a linear correlation to the 
difference in optical density at 970 and 900 nm. Finney and Norris (1978) used NIT to 
predict the moisture content of single kernels of corn vising a linear correlation to the 
difference in optical density at 942 and 931 nm. The standard error of the estimate was 
2.78% moisture, wet basis. Norris (1983) used an average transmission spectrum to 
predict moisture content of single sunflower seeds from ostensibly uniform sample lots. 
Moisture was predicted with a standard error of prediction of 0.36% using a ratio of 
second derivatives. Oil content of individual soybeans was predicted by an identical 
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method with a standard error of prediction of 0.50%. No information could be found on 
the moisture prediction of individual soybean seeds by NTT. Bulk, whole grain near- 
infrared analysis tests available for soybean shipments exported from the United States 
have a standard error of prediction of 0.6% for protein and 0.5% for oil (Federal Grain 
Inspection Service, USDA, 1989). 
It is vital that NIT analysis be able to predict moisture content accurately in order to 
determine the moisture basis for reporting protein and oil content. Protein and oil 
content are intrinsic characteristics of soybean seed dry matter and determine the value 
of the commodity (Brumm and Hurburgh, 1990). Moisture content of a soybean can be 
changed by drying or rewetting. Plant breeders visually report constituent percentages on 
a dry matter basis (0% moisture), but the national grain inspection system reports 
soybean constituent percentages on a 13% basis (Federal Grain Inspection Service, USDA, 
1989). 
The ability to change the moisture content of a single soybean facilitates the 
development of single seed NIT. A range of moisture contents can be produced for 
testing. Therefore, moisture prediction of single soybean seeds was chosen as a precursor 
to protein and oil prediction. 
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OBJECTIVE 
The objective of this study was to predict individual soybean seed moisture content 
using near-infrared transmittance analysis (NIT). 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Samples 
The calibration set should contain a representative cross-section of absorbance 
influences encountered. A broad calibration set is needed to produce a calibration that 
will accurately predict unknown samples. A validation set is a set of samples 
independent of the calibration set, with known constituent concentrations. Validation 
sets are used to check the calibration. Soybeans for calibration and validation were 
obtained from the Iowa State University Grain Quality Laboratory. 
The calibration set contained soybeans of seven varieties from the 1989 Iowa Soybean 
Yield Test (Iowa State University, 1989). The validation set contained soybeans of five 
varieties from the American Soybean Association national soybean quality survey for 
1989. Both sets of samples were received at approximately 5% moisture, wet basis. The 
composition of the sample sets, as determined by NIR, is shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Composition of calibration and validation sets 
Sample ID“ Protein1* 
(%) 
Oilb 
(%) 
Variety 
Calibration 
AB0901 32.8 19.7 Variety names from 
AB0021 33.0 20.3 Iowa Soybean Yield 
AB0881 31.4 21.4 Test not available by 
AB1051 33.5 20.3 university policy. 
AB0951 32.8 20.3 
AB0521 33.3 19.6 
AB0141 35.8 18.4 
Validation 
AB0532 33.8 18.6 Golden Harvest H-1308 
AB1052 35.0 18.4 Asgrow 1937 
AB1192 34.6 19.4 Northrup King 42-40 
AB1972 34.3 19.6 Asgrow 2234 
AB2032 31.3 20.5 Pioneer 9271 
“Sample ID: ABCCCD, where A = moisture group, B = bean 1-5, CCC = source, 
D = 1 for calibration, 2 for validation. 
b13% moisture basis, as measured on bulk sample by NIR. 
Laboratory Analysis 
The samples were hand-picked to remove all foreign material, splits, and damaged 
beans. The cleaned sample was sized with a 6.4 mm (16/64 in) round-hole hand sieve. 
Only the beans remaining on top of the sieve were retained. The sized sample was 
divided into four equal subsamples (or moisture groups) using a Boemer divider. Each 
subsample was approximately 100 g. 
To obtain a range of moistures, the samples were rewetted using a humidifier. Three 
subsamples were placed in mesh baskets and located in the path of the humid air for 
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varying lengths of time. The original and rewetted subsamples were stored in seeded 
mason jars for 10 days at 4.4° C (40° F). The jars were occasionally tumbled for mixing. 
After 10 days the beans were assumed to be at moisture equilibrium. Air-oven moistures 
of three whole-grain samples, approximately 10 g each, were averaged to obtain the 
moisture content of the subsample (Hartwig and Hurburgh, 1989). The final range of 
moistures is shown in Table 2. 
Table 2. Air-oven moistures for calibration and validation sets 
Averaee moisture (%) bv erouDa 
Sample IDb 1 2 3 4 
Calibration 
AB0901 4.8 5.4 7.5 11.2 
AB0021 5.6 7.6 15.3 16.6 
AB0881 5.0 5.6 8.2 15.8 
AB1051 5.0 6.0 9.2 18.6 
AB0951 5.4 7.8 10.6 18.4 
AB0521 5.1 5.6 8.6 22.6 
AB0141 5.2 6.0 8.1 18.6 
Validation 
AB0532 5.8 11.5 8.4 14.7 
AB1052 5.7 9.8 9.2 15.1 
AB1192 6.3 10.7 10.8 19.9 
AB1972 5.8 6.5 7.4 9.8 
AB2032 5.8 9.3 10.3 12.3 
aAverage of triplicate whole grain samples 
(Hartwig and Hurburgh, 1989). 
bSample ID: ABCCCD, where A = moisture group, 
B = bean 1-5, CCC = source, D = 1 for calibration, 2 for 
validation. 
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From each subsample, five beans were randomly selected for analysis. The 
calibration data set contained 140 beans (7 samples X 4 moisture groups X 5 beans per 
group). The validation set contained 100 beans. Latex examination gloves and tweezers 
were used to handle the single beans. The axis of the bean perpendicular to the plane 
that separated the two cotyledons of the bean was measured to the nearest 0.03 mm 
(0.001 in) using a micrometer caliper. Each bean was weighed to the nearest 0.0001 g, 
and its spectral absorbance was immediately recorded using a spectrophotometer. The 
bean was then dried in an air-oven at 130° C (266® F) for 3 h, cooled in a desiccator, and 
reweighed. Moisture content was calculated from the weight change as a percentage wet 
basis. 
Absorbance spectra were recorded using a Shimadzu UV-160 dual beam 
spectrophotometer. The spectrophotometer was equipped with a RS-232 communications 
port for external computer control and data transfer. The wavelength range from 800 to 
1100 nm was scanned and absorbance values were recorded by 0.5 nm. The 601-point 
curves were recorded by the computer, along with the oven moisture data and bean 
dimensions (Appendix A). A typical spectrum is shown in Figure 1. 
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800 900 1.000 1.100 
Wavelength., nm 
Figure 1. Example absorbance spectrum for a single bean 
The 601-point spectral curves were smoothed using a 5-point (1 nm gap width) 
moving average to reduce the influence of noise in the spectra: 
K = ^-2 + An-l + An + K+l + An+2) / 5 (1) 
where: 
A,j = Absorbance in the nth 0.5 nm wavelength increment. 
The integer wavelength values were retained, which reduced the spectral data to 299 
wavelengths, 801 to 1099 nm in 1 nm increments. The reduced data set was needed to 
accommodate the capabilities of the statistical packages used in calibration. 
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The bean to be scanned was positioned in the spectrophotometer by a spring loaded 
mount, Figure 2. The mount was fabricated from the opaque backing material for a near- 
infrared reflectance sample cup and two black rubber o-rings. The mount had a 6.4 mm 
(0.25 in) opening to allow the incident radiation to pass through the bean. The o-rings 
held the bean in place and prevented radiation from passing around the bean. The bean 
was positioned with its hilum towards the top of the mount. The plane that separated 
the two cotyledons was perpendicular to the incident radiation beam. The measurement 
of the axis of the bean perpendicular to the plane separating the cotyledons was used to 
estimate the optical path length (C). 
Top view 
incident 
radiation 
■*- path length, l 
Front view 
6.4 nn <0.25 in) round opening 
Figure 2. Spectrophotometer mount for single soybean seed 
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Absorbance Mathematics 
The dual beam spectrophotometer is a monochromator that is computer controlled to 
scan through a range of wavelengths at preset intervals. A beam splitter divides the 
output of the monochromator into two beams. One beam is a reference, the other a 
sample. Absorbance is defined as: 
A = log(yi8) (2) 
where I,, is the intensity of the reference beam which is equal to the intensity of the 
radiation incident on the sample. Ia is the intensity of the beam that has passed through 
the sample. The logarithm is base 10. Transmittance (T) is the ratio of radiation passing 
through the sample to the radiation incident on the sample: 
T = 1^. (3) 
Absorbance in terms of transmittance: 
A = logd/T). (4) 
Absorbance is also called optical density (OD). 
Because the absorbance of the bean exceeded the normal scale for the 
spectrophotometer, an aperture was placed in the reference beam path. A baseline shift 
was produced that allowed the spectrophotometer to measure absorbance. This was 
needed because the optical density of the seed reduced Ig to an intensity small enough 
that the absorbance was off scale for the spectrophotometer. The aperture reduced I,., 
and therefore shifted the spectrophotometer scale. 
The absorbance reading for the empty seed mount and aperture, Al: 
A1 = log(Iapertlire/I mount^* (5) 
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^aperture is the intensity of the beam after passing through the aperture, is the 
intensity of the beam after passing through the seed mount. The absorbance reading for 
the seed mount with seed and aperture, A2: 
A2 — log{Iaper(-ure/Imounj + seed)' 
Imouat + geed is the intensity of the beam after passing through the seed held in the mount. 
A3 is the absorbance of the soybean seed held by the mount: 
A3 = A2 - A1 
=
 logflapertureAmount + seed^ ” lo&^aperture/^mount) 
= logflaperture) " log(Imount + 8ee<}) * l0S(Iaperture^ ^S^^mount^ 
” l®8^1mount^ " l®S^lmount + seed^ 
= lo^Imaunt/^mount + seed^' 
A1 was recorded as a baseline for the mount and aperture. A1 was then subtracted from 
the absorbance reading A2 to obtain the true absorbance value for the seed. 
Beer’s law relates absorbance and constituent concentration: 
A = e c { (8) 
where A is the absorbance, e is the molar absorptivity, c is the molar concentration, and 
(is the optical path length. Solving for concentration: 
c = (1/e) (1/fi) A. (9) 
The concentration of a sample can be determined by a reference method. Absorbance and 
path length can be measured, leaving molar absorptivity as the only unknown. Ideally, 
the value of e can be solved algebraically, and only one wavelength absorbance would be 
needed. But, because of interference from other constituent concentrations and 
absorbance overlap of constituents, the final calibration equation needs multiple 
absorbance values. If absorbance is correlated strongly with path length, and path length 
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is only weakly (or not at all) related to the constituent concentration, then absorbance 
alone can be used to determine a calibration equation. 
Calibration Mathematics 
Three mathematical techniques were used to produce prediction equations: linear 
correlation to the difference in absorbance at two wavelengths (AA) (Hruschka, 1987; 
Finney and Norris, 1978; Norris and Hart, 1965), stepwise multiple linear regression 
(MLR) (Hruschka, 1987), and partial least squares (PLS) (Martens and Naes, 1987). The 
techniques differ in wavelength selection and in final prediction equations. AA is a slope 
from the absorbance spectrum. MLR is suggested by Beer’s law, in which concentration 
is linear with respect to absorbance. PLS uses the whole absorbance spectrum in 
calibration. 
AA is limited to two absorbance wavelengths and involves two steps, the selection of 
wavelengths and linear regression of the absorbance difference against moisture content. 
The wavelengths were selected by an iterative technique that converged to the pair of 
wavelengths with the largest absolute correlation to moisture. The wavelength 
absorbance with the largest absolute correlation to moisture (Aa) was selected. All 
remaining absorbances were subtracted from AA and the difference with the largest 
absolute correlation to moisture was determined, (AA - AB). AA was replaced by AB and 
the differences were again calculated and a new AB was found. The process continued 
until the selection converged to an AA and AB that selected each other. An interactive 
program was written to perform the wavelength selection (Appendix A). 
The prediction equation for AA, absorbance values only: 
M = b0 + bx(AA - Ab) (10) 
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where b0 is the intercept, bx is a regression constant, and M is moisture (%). Path length 
(j) was included in AA by dividing all wavelengths by t before selection. The prediction 
equation for AA with (included: 
M = b0 + bx(AA/t - Ab/{) (ID 
M = b0 + (b1/t)(AA - Ab). (12) 
MLR is not limited to a set number of absorbance wavelengths. Absorbance 
wavelengths to include in the prediction model were selected by a stepwise technique 
(SAS Institute Inc., 1985). The stepwise technique selected only wavelengths that 
contributed most to the accuracy of the model prediction, at a preset level of statistical 
significance. 
The prediction equation for MLR, absorbance values only: 
M = b0 + bx(Ax) + b2(A2) + ... + bn(An) (13) 
where b0 is the intercept, and bx,... ,bn are regression constants for the selected 
absorbance wavelengths A1( A2,... An- Path length was included in MLR as suggested by 
Beer’s Law: 
M = b0 + bJA^e) + b2(A^e) + ... + bJAJt). (14) 
PLS with orthogonal regression factors was developed by Martens and Naes (1987). 
Two programs were written to implement the technique: one to calculate the calibration 
factors and a companion program to predict sample moisture content using the 
calibration factors (Appendix A). 
Nomenclature: 
[RMC] matrix with R rows and C columns 
[ ]T transpose of matrix 
[ f1 inverse of matrix 
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‘[ ] statistically estimated. 
The calibration data were compiled into matrices [X] and [Y], [X] contained 
absorbance values with rows equal to the number of samples (140), columns equal to the 
number of wavelengths in the scanned spectra (299). [Y] contained moisture values in a 
column matrix with rows matching the samples in [X]. Both matrices were averaged 
columnwise for all samples. The averages, or means, were used to center the calibration 
data: 
The centered data or residuals [U] and [v] represented the variation in the calibration 
data. PLS determined factors that estimated this variation. 
For each factor f (f = 1, 2, 3,..., F) steps (a) through (e) were performed. 
(a) Estimate the absorbance loading weights [wf] from the centered data using least 
squares and the model: 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
where [E] is residual error. By least squares: 
^lWf 299-1 - [CIV140]T [MOVJ] 1 [IV140]T (18) 
The loading weights were scaled to length 1, similar to a unit vector: 
(b) Estimate the factor score vectors [tf] by least squares from the absorbance loading 
weights ‘[wf] using the model: 
(20) 
By least squares: 
(21) 
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(c) Estimate the absorbance loadings [pf] from the factor score vector ‘[tf] using the 
model: 
1140^299J 140^f J tlPf 299-1 + f 140^299^' (22) 
By least squares: 
liPf 299] = i40^T *li40*f 1^ 1 ti^f i40^T (140^299] (23) 
‘tlPf 299] = *ll*f 140^ ^140^299^ / l*ll*f 140^ *ll40*f l^- (24) 
(d) Estimate the moisture loading [qf] from the estimated factor score vector using 
the model: 
1-140V1-1 = * 1-140J (1% l] + 1140*1^ (25) 
where [f] is the residual error. By least squares: 
(1% J = 1 ll*f 14o]T ll40*f l^"1 *ll*f !4O]T [i40vl-l (26) 
*(1% lJ = *ll*f 14OJT tl40vl] ! 1*1 l*f 140^T *ll40*f i^- (27) 
(e) New absorbance and moisture residuals were obtained by using the calculated 
factors: 
ll4oUnew 299-1 “ ll40*-*old 299^ * *(l40*T J llPf 299^ (28) 
1-140vnew 1^ = ll40vold J ” *1140*? J *11% ll- (29) 
[Unew] and [vnew] are the new residuals used to calculate the next set of factors. rCJold] 
and [vold] reference the residuals used to calculate the current factors. A factor refers to 
corresponding weights [wf], and loadings [pf] and [qf]. 
The prediction of moisture from a given spectrum of absorbance was obtained by 
using the factors from the PLS calibration. Given the absorbance spectrum matrix of 
samples for the prediction, for example the 100 validation samples, [100X? 299]. This 
spectrum was centered using the mean of the calibration spectrum: 
ll00U7 2991 = llOoX? 299^ ’ lioolj ll^meaa 299^ (30) 
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For the desired number of factors F (f = 1, 2, 3 F) steps (a) and (b) were 
performed. 
(a) Score the centered spectrum or residuals using the weights for the factor and the 
model: 
[lOflU? 299-1 - tioo^f J *flWf 299-1 + [l00^299^ 
By least squares: 
tioo^f J = tl0oU? 299-1 ‘[299wf iJT ^2) 
which corresponds to step (b) for calibration. 
(b) Calculate the new absorbance residuals using the factor score vector ‘[tf] from 
step (a) and the absorbance loadings ‘[pa] from calibration: 
tlOoU?new 2991 = tlOO^old 299^ ' ^lOO^f 1^ ^lPf 299^ 
which corresponds to step (e) for calibration. 
The final scores matrix ‘[tj] had rows equal to the number of samples for prediction 
(for the validation set used, rows = 100) and columns equal to F, the desired number of 
factors. To predict the moisture values the moisture loadings were collected in a column 
matrix ‘[qj with rows equal to the desired number of factors F. The predicted moisture 
values were then calculated: 
‘tlOoY? j] - [lOO^l] txYmean J + ^lOO^i F^ (34) 
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Statistical Methods 
Root mean square errors for calibration and validation were calculated as follows: 
RMSE = (Zdi2/(n-l))(1/2) (35) 
where: 
dj = (Oven* - Predicted^ (36) 
Oveiij = Moisture determined by air-oven method for the ith sample 
Predictedj = Moisture predicted by calibration equation for the ith sample 
n = number of samples. 
The optimum number of regression constants for MLR and factors for PLS was 
selected by observing the RMSE for the calibration and validation sets. The RMSE for 
calibration decreases for increasing number of terms as the calibration method tracks 
more and more detail of the calibration set. The RMSE for the validation set should 
decrease to a minimum, then increase as terms are no longer useful for constituent 
prediction, being related only to characteristics of the specific calibration set. The 
calibration equation that produces the minimum RMSE for validation was selected for 
use. 
An F-ratio was used to compare root mean square errors (Finney and Norris, 1978): 
F = RMSE^/RMSEQ2 (37) 
where RMSEX is the larger of RMSE0, RMSEj. RMSE0 and RMSEX were both from 
calibration or validation data of two different prediction techniques. This test established 
the statistical equivalence or nonequivalence of the two prediction techniques. 
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The standard error of prediction, used for validation data: 
SEP - (Kdi - Bias^/Cn-l)/^ (38) 
where: 
Bias = (KOvenj) - Z(Predictedi)Vn. (39) 
The SEP is used to compare different techniques and their ability to predict an unknown 
data set. The Bias indicates if there is a constant error in the prediction of an unknown 
data set. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The raw data is compiled in Appendix B. The moisture range of the single soybeans 
tested is summarized in Table 3. The path length statistics are summarized in Table 4. 
The calibration equations were developed and are summarized in Table 5. 
Table 3. Air-oven moisture content of single soybean seeds 
Set n 
Mean 
(%) 
Min. 
(%) 
Max. 
(%) 
Std. Dev. 
(% points) 
Calibration 140 9.47 4.42 22.84 5.19 
Validation 100 9.83 4.80 20.30 3.66 
Table 4. Path length ({) of single soybean seeds 
Mean Min. Max. Std. Dev. 
Set (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) 
Calibration 6.12 5.16 7.26 0.40 
Validation 5.97 5.26 7.16 0.36 
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Table 5. Summary of calibration and validation statistics 
Method 
Calibration Validation 
RMSEa 
(%) 
RMSEa SEP 
(%) (%) 
Slope6 
(%/%) 
Bias 
(%) 
Path leneth not included 
AAC 0.93A 0.90A 0.88 0.09** -0.14 
MLRd 0.82A,B 0.84^® 0.82 0.08** -0.17* 
PLSe 0.82^® 0.81A,B,C 0.81 0.08** 0.00 
Path leneth included 
AAf 0.76B,C 0.73A,B,C 0.73 0.04* -0.04 
MLR® 0.63C,D 0.69B,C 0.69 0.04* 0.01 
PLSh 0.62D 0.65c 0.65 0.05* 0.02 
aRMSE that are not statistically different (p = 0.01) indicated by like letters, vertical 
comparisons only. 
bSlope of the regression line of residuals versus air-oven moisture. 
‘M = 13.43 + 159.74(A961mn - A^); R2 = 0.97. 
dM = 12.70 + 43.78(A816nm) - 220.36CA90Blim) + 176.59(A960nm); R2 = 0.98. 
e6 factor prediction using absorbance data only. 
fM = 13.72 + (1001.01/«)(A960nm - Ae1Snm); R2 = 0.98. 
*M = 10.90 + 191.26^^/1) - 172.47(A9Unin/{) + 783.84(A936nin/«) + 
752.60(A9€9nm/«); R2 = 0.99. 
h6 factor prediction using absorbance and path length data. 
“Different from 0.00 at p < 0.05 
““Different from 0.00 at p < 0.01 
Note: M = moisture content, wet basis. ( = path length in mm 
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The number of regression constants to include for the MLR prediction equation was 
determined by the RMSE performance. The RMSE for validation and calibration using 
the MLR for absorbance data only is shown in Figure 3. The RMSE for validation 
decreased for the first three terms and then increased for successive terms. The RMSE 
for validation using the MLR for absorbance and path length data didn’t reach a 
minimum in the first six constants, Figure 4. However, the difference between the RMSE 
for validation and calibration was a minimum after four constants were included. This 
was also observed for the three constant MLR for absorbance data only. 
The number of factors to include for the PLS prediction was found by observing the 
RMSE for validation, Figures 5 and 6. The RMSE for validation was at a minimum after 
the first six factors and then increased for additional factors. This was observed for both 
the absorbance data alone and the absorbance with path length data. This demonstrated 
that excessive factors were fitting to unique characteristics of the calibration set. The 
minimum RMSE for validation was also the minimum difference between RMSEs for 
validation and calibration. 
The correlation coefficient, r, for absorbance and path length for all wavelengths is 
shown in Figure 7. The correlation of path length and moisture content was r = -0.25. 
The negative correlation indicated path length was shorter for wetter beans. The 
relationship was weak and the negative correlation may actually be due to the caliper 
’squeezing’ the softer, wetter beans. The correlations of moisture content and path length 
to absorbance for the wavelengths selected for the MLR absorbance only equation are 
shown in Table 6. The correlation of moisture content and path length was much smaller 
than the correlation of absorbance and path length. 
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Number of regression constants 
Figure 3. RMSE for MLR using only absorbance data 
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01234567 
Number of regression constants 
Figure 4. RMSE for MLR using absorbance and path length data 
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Figure 5. RMSE for PLS using only absorbance data 
29 
Figure 6. RMSE for PLS using absorbance and path length data 
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Figure 7. Absorbance correlation to path length 
Table 6. Absorbance wavelength statistics for three term MLR, 
absorbance only 
Wavelength 
(nm) 
Correlation coefficient, r 
Moisture Path length 
(M) («) 
Slope® 
816 -0.76 0.62 0.22A 
905 -0.74 0.64 0.23A 
960 -0.63 0.70 0.21A 
“Linear regression of A versus !. Slope in Absorbance/mm. 
Values not statistically different (p=0.01) indicated by like letter. 
If the effect of path length is only a shift of the absorbance spectrum, similar to 
particle size effects in NIR (Hruschka, 1987), the slope of the line relating absorbance and 
path length should be a constant for all wavelengths. The data in Table 6 indicate that 
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the slope was a constant. Prediction equations using absorbance values only must 
compensate for the shift in the spectra. AA is not influenced by a shift because it uses a 
difference of absorbance values. PLS processes the spectrum as a whole and is dependent 
on the absorbance values and the general correlation to path length to compensate for the 
shift. There will be no influence of a spectral shift on the MLR prediction if the 
summation of the regression constants (bx, b2,... ,bn) is zero. The summation for the 
three term MLR equation was 0.01. 
The path length data improved the prediction of moisture for all methods. PLS 
produced the best performance (Figure 8) but was never statistically different theta, the 
MLR technique. The MLR technique required only a few wavelength values in 
comparison to the complete spectrum utilized by PLS. The MLR or AA approach could 
easily be implemented with a fixed filter instrument, as opposed to a monochromator. 
O 5 10 IS 20 25 
Oven B.olsture (X) 
Figure 8. Residuals from 6 factor PLS prediction using absorbance and path length data 
versus reference moisture in validation set 
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CONCLUSIONS 
1. Moisture prediction equations were developed for single soybean seed NIT 
analysis. Partial least squares (PLS) using absorbance and path length data provided the 
best calibration (RMSE = 0.62%) and validation performance (SEP * 0.65%) but was not 
statistically superior to a multiple linear regression (MLR) using the same data. 
Absorbance difference (AA) was the poorest performing technique but was not statistically 
different from MLR using absorbance and path length data, or PLS and MLR using 
absorbance data only. 
2. Including the path length data significantly improved the performance of all 
calibration methods. 
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GENERAL SUMMARY 
The prediction of moisture content of single soybean seeds using NIT analysis was 
demonstrated. The soybeans used had the following unique characteristics: they were 
sized over a 6.4 mm (16/64 in) round-hole hand screen and were rewetted using a 
humidifier. A practical instrument for application will need to be able to handle soybeans 
of all sizes. The practice of rewetting the soybeans should be confirmed. 
The results indicated that path length improved all the calibration techniques in 
predicting moisture. The inclusion of path length is consistent with Beer’s Law. 
Suggestions for Additional Research 
1. Develop a mount that would facilitate all sizes of soybeans. 
2. Develop a mount that would hold the soybean and measure the path length. 
3. Investigate the accuracy of calibrating to rewetted soybeans. 
4. Develop reference methods for single soybean seed protein and oil prediction. 
5. Calibrate a single soybean seed NIT instrument for protein and oil percentage 
prediction. 
6. Develop an automated NIT instrument for single soybean seeds. 
7. Investigate the influence of single soybean seed NIT analysis on soybean seed 
germination. 
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APPENDIX A: PROGRAM LISTINGS 
The following programs were written for data collection and data processing: SSSSC, 
Delta_A, PLS_CAL, PLS_PRED. All programs were written in Microsoft QuickBASIC, 
version 4.5 for use with the MS-DOS operating system. The program listings are 
contained in this appendix and are also recorded on a diskette, held in the Iowa State 
University Parks Library Media Center, as ASCII text files. 
SSSSC (Single Soybean Seed Spectrophotometer Collect) was written for RS-232 
serial communications with the Shimadzu UV-160 dual beam spectrophotometer. 
Computer control of the spectrophotometer and the ability to view and edit data were 
features of the program. 
Delta_A was written for the interactive selection of absorbance wavelengths for AA 
calibration. 
PLS_CAL (Partial Least Squares Calibration) calculated the PLS factors for 
calibration. PLS_PRED (Partial Least Squares Prediction) used the PLS factors from 
calibration for prediction. 
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'ssssc 
'S_ingle S_oybean S_eed S_pectrophotometer C__ollect 
'DTL Spring 1990 
' Declare subroutines: 
DECLARE 
DECLARE 
DECLARE 
DECLARE 
DECLARE 
DECLARE 
DECLARE 
DECLARE 
DECLARE 
DECLARE 
DECLARE 
DECLARE 
DECLARE 
DECLARE 
DECLARE 
SUB BaseCard (N%, X%, ID() AS STRING, Moisture() AS ANY, Size() AS ANY, Scan() AS SINGLE) 
SUB CursorMove () 
SUB DrawCard () 
SUB Filelnfo (DFile$, Age%) 
SUB Format (F$, Number AS SINGLE) 
SUB Intro () 
SUB Level 1 (DFile$, ID() AS STRING, Moisture() AS ANY, Size() AS ANY, Scan() AS SINGLE, 
Shift() AS SINGLE, SpecGo%) 
SUB Level2 (SpecGo%, X%, ID() AS STRING, Moisture() AS ANY, Size() AS ANY, Scan() AS SINGLE, 
Shift () AS SINGLE) 
SUB LoadData (DFileS, ID() AS STRING, Moisture () AS ANY, Size() AS ANY, Scan() AS SINGLE) 
SUB MeasSeed (Size AS ANY, OutFlag%) 
SUB MoistCalc (Moisture AS ANY, OutFlag%) 
SUB SaveData (DFile$, ID() AS STRING, Moisture() AS ANY, Size() AS ANY, Scan() AS SINGLE) 
SUB Scanner (X%, ID() AS STRING, Moisture () AS ANY, Size() AS ANY, Scan() AS SINGLE, 
Shift() AS SINGLE, OutFlag%) 
SUB SpecConnect (Shift() AS SINGLE, SpecGo%) 
SUB VEdit2 (Var AS SINGLE, F$, OutFlag%) 
'Declare external resources: 
'$INCLUDE: ' TOOLS.BI' 
DECLARE SUB Connect () 
DECLARE SUB RangeFinder (WaveCnt%, X%, Sample() AS SINGLE, Low!, High!) 
DECLARE SUB ScanCollect (WaveCount%, X() AS SINGLE) 
DECLARE SUB ScanSet (Upper$, Lowers, SWave$, EWaveS) 
DECLARE SUB ShiftSample (WaveCnt%, Sample() AS SINGLE, Shift() AS SINGLE) 
DECLARE SUB SpecWait (X$) 
'Default variables are integers: 
DEFINT A-Z 
'Dynamic arrays (large amount of data possible) 
'SDYNAMIC 
'Constants: 
'SINCLUDE: 'CONSTANT.BI' 
CONST Spec - 10 
CONST Waves - 601 
'User defined types: 
TYPE mcalc 'Moisture calculation variables 
tare AS SINGLE 
gross AS SINGLE 
net AS SINGLE 
moist AS SINGLE 
END TYPE 
TYPE meas 'Measurement of axii 
a AS SINGLE 
b AS SINGLE 
c AS SINGLE 
END TYPE 
'Dimension arrays and variables: 
DIM ID(1 TO 140) AS STRING 
DIM Moisture(1 TO 140) AS mcalc 
DIM Sized TO 140) AS meas 
DIM Scan(l TO 140, 1 TO 601) AS SINGLE 
DIM Shift(1 TO 601) AS SINGLE 
'All errors will save the data and then exit 
ON ERROR GOTO ErrorOut 
'Introduction to the program: 
Intro 
'Datafile located: 
Filelnfo DFile$, Age 
'Bean ID 
'Moisture determination data 
'Bean dimensions 
'Absorption data 
'Baseline data 
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'Load old data: 
IF NOT Aga THEN 
LoadData DFile$, ID(), Moisture (), Size(), Scan() 
END IF 
'Spec connect: 
SpecConnect Shift(), SpecGo 
'Work with the data: 
Levell DFile$f ID(), Moisture (), Size(), Scan(), Shift (), SpecGo 
'Data for screens and locations: 
CardLayout: 
DATA M N 
DATA MM 
DATA M ID:" 
DATA MM 
DATA M Moisture..• M 
DATA MM 
DATA M Tare Gross Net Moisture" 
DATA MM 
DATA MM 
DATA H Dimensions. N 
DATA MM 
DATA M A:" 
DATA M B:" 
DATA M C:" 
DATA MM 
DATA MM 
DATA MM 
DATA MM 
DATA MM 
DATA MM 
DATA MM 
DATA MM 
DATA MM 
DATA M 800 1100" 
DATA M Scan Window." 
CardLocation: 
DATA 3,8 
DATA 8, 6 
DATA 8,16 
DATA 8,26 
DATA 8,36 
DATA 12,9 
DATA 13,9 
DATA 14,9 
DATA 11,34 
DATA 23,34 
DATA 25,40 
ErrorOut: 
'Errors come here first 
CLS 
INPUT "System error, save data?? Y/N ", Ask$ 
IF UCASES(Ask$) - "Y" THEN 
SaveData DFile$, ID(), Moisture(), Size(), Scan() 
ON ERROR GOTO 0 
ELSE 
ON ERROR GOTO 0 
END IF 
REM $STATIC 
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SUB BaseCard (N, X, ID() AS STRING, Moisture() AS mcalc, Size() AS meas, Scan () AS SINGLE) 
'Activate the graphics screen (clears the screen too): ' 
SCREEN N 
CLS 0 
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'Draw the card with data: 
DrawCard 
RangeFinder Waves, X, Scan(), Low!, High! 
RESTORE CardLocation 
'Insert the data: 
'Sample ID 
CursorMove 
PRINT ID(X) 
'Moisture information 
Format "##.##♦#", Moisture(X).tare 
Format "##.####", Moisture(X).gross 
Format "##.####", Moisture(X).net 
Format "##.##", Moisture(X).moist 
'Dimension information 
Format "#.###", Size(X).a 
Format "#.###", Size(X).b 
Format "#.###", Size(X).c 
'Scan display 
Format "#.###", High! 
Format "#.###", Low! 
'Graphics if graphics screen is set 
IF N THEN 
VIEW (310, 85)-(630, 180), , 1 
WINDOW (1, Low!)-(601, High!) 
FOR I - 1 TO 601 
PSET (I, Scan(X, I)) 
NEXT I 
ELSE 
LOCATE 18, 55: PRINT "Edit mode."; "" 
END IF 
END SUB 
r 
SUB CursorMove 
READ Row, Col 
LOCATE Row, Col 
END SUB 
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SUB DrawCard 
'Draws the basic card outline on the screen 
RESTORE CardLayout 
FOR I - 1 TO 25 
READ CardLineS 
LOCATE I, 1 
PRINT CardLineS; 
NEXT I 
END SUB 
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SUB Filelnfo (DFile$, Age) 
'Prompt for data file (unless it's named in the command line) 
X - INSTR(COMMANDS, "/") 
IF X THEN 
DFileS - MID$(COMMANDS, (X + 1)) 
ELSE 
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CLS 
QEdit "Enter data pathname: ", DFile$, 45, 2 
END IF 
DFile$ - FileAge(DFileS, "SPC", "Data File", Age) 
END SUB 
SUB Format (FS, Number AS SINGLE) 
'Locates, formats, and prints the number! 
CursorMove 
PRINT USING F$; Number; 
END SUB 
SUB Intro 
'Clean up: 
CLS 
'Inform the user what we're up to: 
LOCATE 10, 35: PRINT "Single" 
LOCATE 11, 36: PRINT "Soybean" 
LOCATE 12, 37: PRINT "Seed" 
LOCATE 13, 38: PRINT "Spec" 
LOCATE 14, 39: PRINT "Collect" 
'Wait for a keypress: 
Waiter 
END SUB 
SUB Levell (DFile$, ID() AS STRING, Moisture() AS mcalc, Size() AS meas, Scan() AS SINGLE, 
Shift() AS SINGLE, SpecGo) 
'Once you're here, you stay! 
'A "Card" is the display of one sample's data 
'Initialize the card count 
Card - 1 
'Loop around on the card level 
, DO 
'Draw the card with scan graphics 
BaseCard 2, Card, ID(), Moisture(), SizeO, Scan() 
'Wait for user to act 
DO 
'Wait for a keypress 
ActFlag - False 
DO 
Actions - INKEYS 
LOOP UNTIL Actions <> "" 
'Figure out what to do: 
SELECT CASE UCASES(ActionS) 
CASE CHRS(TABKEY) 'Flip to edit screen 
ActFlag - True 
Level2 SpecGo, Card, ID(), Moisture (), SizeO, Scan 0, Shift () 
CASE "A" 'A for advance 
IF ID (Card) <> *" THEN 
Card - Card + 1 
ActFlag - True 
ELSE 
BEEP 
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END IF 
CASE "B" 'B for back 
IF Card > 1 THEN 
Card - Card - 1 
ActFlag - True 
ELSE 
BEEP 
END IF 
CASE "F" 'F for find 
ActFlag - True 
ErrorWindow 1, 1, 50, 6, 70 
LOCATE 3, 51: PRINT "ID Finder!" 
LOCATE 4, 51: INPUT *"; Work$ 
LOCATE 5, 51: PRINT "Searching " 
SELECT CASE UCASE$(Work$) 
CASE "F" ' First card 
Card - 1 
CASE "L" 'Last card 
Card - 0 
DO 
Card - Card + 1 
LOOP UNTIL ID(Card) - "" 
CASE ELSE 
Num - Card - 1 
DO 
Num - Num + 1 
LOOP UNTIL INSTR(ID(Num), Work$) OR ID(Num) - "" 
IF ID(Num) - "" THEN 
BEEP 
ELSE 
Card - Num 
END IF 
END SELECT 
ErrorWindow 0, 3, 50, 8, 70 
CASE "S" 'S for SAVE! (with Exit option, too) 
SCREEN 0 
ActFlag - True 
ErrorWindow 1, 10, 10, 14, 70 
Work$ - Quiz(12, 15, 10, "S)ave, E)nd, 0)pps! ", "O", "E", ■ 
SELECT CASE WorkS 
CASE "S" 'Save the data 
SaveData DFileS, ID(), Moisture (), Size(), Scan() 
CASE "E" 'End 
CLOSE 
SCREEN 0 
CLS 2 
END 
END SELECT 
ErrorWindow 0, 10, 10, 14, 70 
CASE ELSE 
BEEP 
LOOP 
END SELECT 
LOOP UNTIL ActFlag 
END SUB 
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SUB Level2 (SpecGo, X, ID() AS STRING, Moisture () AS mcalc, Size() AS meas, Scan() AS SINGLE, 
Shift () AS SINGLE) 
'Edit screen - data is entered here ! 
'Around and around until Tab is pressed 
DO 
'Draw the card without scan graphics 
BaseCard 0, X, ID(), Moisture (), Size(), ScanO 
RESTORE CardLocation 
'ID entry 
CursorMove 
ID(X) - EditString(ID(X), 13, OutFlag) 
IF OutFlag THEN EXIT DO 
'Moisture determination 
MoistCalc Moisture(X), OutFlag 
IF OutFlag THEN EXIT DO 
'Measure the seed 
MeasSeed Size(X), OutFlag 
IF OutFlag THEN EXIT DO 
'Scan if SpecGo is set 
IF SpecGo THEN 
Scanner X, ID(), Moisture(), Size(), Scan(), Shift (), OutFlag 
END IF 
IF OutFlag THEN EXIT DO 
LOOP 
END SUB 
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SUB LoadData (DFileS, ID() AS STRING, Moisture() AS mcalc, Size() AS meas, Scan() AS SINGLE) 
CLS 
LOCATE 12, 30: PRINT "Loading data from file." 
OPEN DFileS FOR INPUT AS #DAT 
Cnt - 0 
, DO 
Cnt - Cnt + 1 ' 
LOCATE 15, 39: PRINT Cnt 'Increment and display counter 
LINE INPUT #DAT, X$ 
ID(Cnt) - MID$(X$, 1, 13) 
Moisture(Cnt).tare - VAL(MID$(X$, 15, 7)) 
Moisture(Cnt).gross - VAL(MID$(X$, 23, 7)) 
Moisture(Cnt).net - VAL(MIDS(X$, 31, 7)) 
Moisture(Cnt).moist - VAL(MID$(X$, 39, 5)) 
Size(Cnt).a - VAL(MIDS(X$, 45, 5)) 
Size(Cnt).b - VAL(MIDS(X$, 51, 5)) 
Size(Cnt).c - VAL(MIDS(X$, 57, 5)) 
FOR I - 1 TO 601 
INPUT #DAT, Scan(Cnt, I) 
NEXT ~ 
LOOP UNTIL EOF(DAT) 
CLOSE *DAT 
END SUB 
9 
SUB MeasSeed (Size AS meas, OutFlag) 
'Edit and display seed dimensions 
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VEdit2 Size.a, "#.###", OutFlag 
VEdit2 Size.b, "#.###", OutFlag 
VEdit2 Size.c, "#.###", OutFlag 
END SUB 
SUB MoistCalc (Moisture AS mcalc, OutFlag) 
'Edits and calculates moisture information 
VEdit2 Moisture.tare, "##.####", OutFlag 
VEdit2 Moisture.gross, "##.####", OutFlag 
VEdit2 Moisture.net, "##.####", OutFlag 
IF Moisture.net > 0 AND Moisture.tare > 0 AND Moisture.gross > 0 THEN 
Moisture.moist - (Moisture.gross - Moisture.net) / (Moisture.gross - Moisture.tare) * 100! 
Format "##.##", Moisture.moist 
ELSE 
CursorMove 
Moisture.moist - 99.99 
END IF 
END SUB 
SUB SaveData (DFileS, ID() AS STRING, Moisture () AS mcalc, Size() AS meas, Scan() AS SINGLE) 
'Saves data to the given filename (OVERWRITES THE OLD DATA!!) 
OPEN DFile$ FOR OUTPUT AS #DAT 
Cnt - 0 
Cnt - Cnt + 1 ' 
LOCATE 12, 39: PRINT Cnt 'Increment and display counter 
PRINT #DAT, USING "\ \ ID(Cnt); 
PRINT #DAT, USING N##.*##* *#.*### *#.*### ##.## ■; Moisture(Cnt).tare; Moisture(Cnt).gross; 
Moisture(Cnt).net; Moisture(Cnt).moist; 
PRINT #DAT, USING "#.### #.### #.###"; Size(Cnt).a; Size(Cnt).b; Size(Cnt).c 
CC “1 
FOR AA - 1 TO 50 
FOR BB - 1 TO 11 
PRINT #DAT, USING "#.### "; Scan(Cnt, CC) ; 
CC - CC + 1 
■v, NEXT BB 
PRINT #DAT, USING "#.###"; Scan(Cnt, CC) 
CC - CC + 1 
NEXT AA 
PRINT #DAT, USING "#.###"; Scan(Cnt, CC) 
LOOP UNTIL ID(Cnt + 1) - 
CLOSE #DAT 
END SUB 
SUB Scanner (X, ID() AS STRING, Moisture() AS mcalc, Size() AS meas, Scan() AS SINGLE, Shift () AS SINGLE 
OutFlag) 
'Control spec and display spectrum 
DIM Sampled TO 601) AS SINGLE 'Raw scan data 
BaseCard 2, X, ID(), Moisture(), Size(), Scan() 
LOCATE 25, 40 
PRINT "Collect scan ?? (Y/N)"; 
0X$ - UCASES(INKEYS) 
LOOP UNTIL 0k$ - "Y" OR OJc$ - "N" 
IF Ok$ - "Y" THEN 
LOCATE 25, 40 
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PRINT "Scanning   
ScanCollect Naves, Sample() 
ShiftSample Naves, Sample (), Shift() 
FOR I - 1 TO 601 
Scan(X, I) - Sampled) 
NEXT I 
RangeFinder Naves, X, Scan(), Low!, High! 
VIEN (310, 85)—(630, 180), ,1 
CLS 1 
NINDON (1, Low!)-(601, High!) 
LOCATE 11, 34s PRINT USING ■#.###■; High!; 
LOCATE 23, 34: PRINT USING "».**#"; Lowl; 
FOR I - 1 TO 601 
PSET (I, Scan(X, I)) 
NEXT I 
LOCATE 25, 65 ' 
PRINT "done."; * 
BEEP: BEEP 'Inform the user that we're done. 
DO 
JunkS - INKEYS 
LOOP UNTIL JunkS O «■ 
IF JunkS - CHRS(TABKEY) THEN 
OutFlag * True 
ELSE 
OutFlag - False 
END IF 
END IF 
END SUB 
SUB SpecConnect (Shift() AS SINGLE, SpecGo) 
'Determine the need for the spec: 
CLS 
Tests - YesNo(10, 20, "Connect the spectrophotometer? ") 
f
 IF TestS - "Y" THEN 
'SpecGo is true 
SpecGo - True 
' Link the computer and spectrophotometer 
Connect 
' Set the scan parameters 
ScanSet "0", "-1.5", "1100", "800" 'Scan from 800 to HOOnm 
' Collect the base scan 
SpecNait "Press return when ready for base scan." 
CLS 
PRINT "Scanning!" 
ScanCollect Naves, Shift() 
' Set default scan parameters 
ScanSet "2.5", "-1.5", "1100", "800" 
ScanSet "2.5", "1.0", "1100", "800" 
ELSE 
'SpecGo is False 
SpecGo - False 
END IF 
END SUB 
9 
SUB VEdit2 (Var AS SINGLE, F$, OutFlag) 
'Value edit II 
CursorMove 
Var - VAL(EditString(STR$(Var), 7, OutFlag)) 
PRINT USING F$; Var; 
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END SUB 
' SPEC 
'Spectrophotometer communications - a module for SSSSC 
'DTL Spring 1990 
'Declare subroutines 
DECLARE FUNCTION Confirm* () 
DECLARE SUB Connect () 
DECLARE SUB Patience () 
DECLARE SUB RangeFinder (WaveCnt*, X*, Sample() AS SINGLE, Low!, High!) 
DECLARE SUB Ready () 
DECLARE SUB ScanCollect (WaveCount*, X() AS SINGLE) 
DECLARE SUB ScanSet (Uppers, Lowers, SWaveS, EWaveS) 
DECLARE SUB ShiftSample (WaveCnt*, Sample() AS SINGLE, Shift() AS SINGLE) 
DECLARE SUB SpecTalk (WordS) 
DECLARE SUB SpecWait (X$) 
'Constants: 
'$INCLUDE: 'CONSTANT.BI' 
CONST Spec - 10 
CONST Waves - 601 
DEFINT A-Z 
t 
FUNCTION Confirm 
' The Spec returns Chr$(17) when the execution of a command is finished. 
SLEEP 1 'Pause 1 second for spectrophotometer 
InstringS - INPUTS(LOC(Spec), #Spec) 
Confirm - INSTR(InstringS, CHR$(17)) 
END FUNCTION 
I 
SUB Connect 
' Connects the computer and UV-160 by software. 
' The UV-160 should be idle and display the 'MODE No.-" "?' menu. 
' The Zenith portables run O.K. at 4800 baud, so does the Spec! 
OPEN "C0M1:4800,0,7,1" FOR RANDOM AS #Spec LEN - 256 
' The 'R' is for 'remote'. 
DO 
Ready 
PRINT fSpec, "R"; CHR$(13); CHR$(10); 
LOOP UNTIL Confirm <> 0 
CLS 
PRINT "Connection !!" 
END SUB 
t 
SUB Patience 
' Stall while the Spec is thinking or working. 
DO: LOOP UNTIL Confirm <> 0 
END SUB 
t - 
SUB RangeFinder (WaveCnt, X, Sample() AS SINGLE, Low!, High!) 
'Find high and low of spectrum (for scaling). 
Low! - Sample(X, 1) 
High! - Sample(X, 1) 
FOR I - 2 TO WaveCnt 
IF Sample(X, I) < Low! THEN Low! - Sample(X, I) 
IF Sample(X, I) > High! THEN High! - Sample(X, I) 
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NEXT I 
Low! - Low! - ,05 
High! * High! + .05 
END SUB 
0 
SUB Ready 
' Chr$(5) is EQN - The Spec wants this, returns ACK (Chr$(6)) when happy 
DO 
PRINT #Spec, CHR$(5); CHR$(13); CHR$(10); 
' This is a long but needed pause, 
' the Spec has a small brain and is slow. 
SLEEP 1 
InstringS - INPUTS(LOC(Spec), *Spec) 
LOOP UNTIL INSTR(InstringS, CHR$(6)) <> 0 
END SUB 
SUB ScanCollect (WaveCount, X() AS SINGLE) 
9
 Start the Spec, collect the array of values. 
SpecTalk "A" 
Ready 
PRINT ISpec, "%" + STRS(WaveCount); CHR$(13); CHR$(10); 
FOR J - WaveCount TO 1 STEP -1 
INPUT #Spec, Test$ 
X(J) - VAL(TestS) 
NEXT J 
Patience 
END SUB 
SUB ScanSet (Uppers, Lowers, SWaveS, EWaveS) 
9
 Select mode 2- Spectrum Mode 
SpecTalk "U2" 
9
 Scan speed 3- slow 
SpecTalk "J3" 
9
 Lower Boundry 
SpecTalk "M" + LowerS 
9
 Upper Boundry 
SpecTalk "L" + Uppers 
9
 Starting wavelength 
SpecTalk "H" + SWaveS 
9
 Ending wavelength 
SpecTalk "I" + EWaveS 
END SUB 
SUB ShiftSample (WaveCnt, Sample() AS SINGLE, Shift() AS SINGLE) 
FOR I ■ 1 TO WaveCnt 
Sample(I) - Sample(I) * Shift(I) 
NEXT I 
END SUB 
SUB SpecTalk (WordS) 
' Communicates the command to the UV-160 Spec. 
Ready 
PRINT *Spec, WordS; CHR$(13); CHR$(10); 
Patience 
END SUB 
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SUB SpecWait (X$> 
'Leave a note and wait 
PRINT X$ 
DOS LOOP UNTIL INKEY$ <> "" 
END SUB 
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'D«lta_A 
'Interactive mathod to find 'best pair' of absorbance wavelengths 
'DTL Spring 1990 
DECLARE SUB Filelnfo (DFile$, Age%) 
DECLARE SUB Intro () 
DECLARE SUB LoadData (ID() AS STRING, Moisture() AS ANY, Size() AS ANY, Scan() AS SINGLE, Cnt%) 
DECLARE SUB SaveData (ID() AS STRING, MoistureO AS ANY, Size() AS ANY, SmoothScan() AS SINGLE, Cnt%) 
DECLARE SUB SmoothData (Scan() AS SINGLE, SmoothScan() AS SINGLE, Cnt%) 
'Include tool library declarations 
'$INCLUDE: 'TOOLS.BI' 
'Default variables are integers: 
DEFINT A-Z 
'All arrays Dynamic 
'SDYNAMIC 
'Constants: 
CONST DAT - 1 
CONST ASIZE - 140 
'User defined types: 
TYPE mcalc 
tare AS SINGLE 
gross AS SINGLE 
net AS SINGLE 
moist AS SINGLE 
END TYPE 
TYPE meas 
A AS SINGLE 
B AS SINGLE 
C AS SINGLE 
END TYPE 
'Introduction to the program: 
Intro 
'User sets the number of absorption values 
DIM SHARED Waves AS INTEGER 
CLS : LOCATE 12, 1 
INPUT "Enter starting number of absorption values: Waves 
'Dimension arrays and variables: 
DIM ID(1 TO ASIZE) AS STRING 
DIM Moisture(1 TO ASIZE) AS mcalc 
DIM Sized TO ASIZE) AS meas 
DIM Scan(l TO ASIZE, 1 TO Waves) AS SINGLE 
DIM SumY AS SINGLE 
DIM SumY2 AS SINGLE 
DIM SumX(1 TO Waves) AS SINGLE 
DIM SumX2(1 TO Waves) AS SINGLE 
DIM SumXY(1 TO Waves) AS SINGLE 
DIM R(1 TO Waves) AS SINGLE 
DIM Diff AS SINGLE 
DIM MaxR AS SINGLE 
DIM Num AS SINGLE 
DIM Denom AS SINGLE 
DIM YTerm AS SINGLE 'Scratch variables 
'Datafile located: 
Filelnfo DFile$, Age 
'Data loaded: 
LoadData ID(), MoistureO, Size(), Scan(), Cnt 
'Sum up the Y values: 
FOR I - 1 TO Cnt 
SumY - SumY + Moisture(I).moist 
SumY2 - SumY2 + (Moisture(I).moist * Moisture(I).moist) 
'Bean ID 
'Moisture determination data 
'Bean dimensions 
'Absorption data 
'Summation of moistures 
'Summation of moistures squared 
'Summation of absorbances 
'Summation of absorbances squared 
'Summation of moisture * absorbance 
'Correlation (r) moisture to absorbance 
'Difference between absorbances 
'Maximum correlation 
'Input data file number 
'Maximum array size 
'Moisture calculation variables 
'Measurements of axis 
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NEXT I 
YTerm - (SumY2 - (SumY * SumY) / Cnt) 
'Set the display screen: 
SCREEN 9 
WINDOW <1, 1)-(Waves, -1) 
'Around and around with the correlations you ask for! 
CLS 
LOCATE 12, 1 
INPUT "Enter base absorbance location: AAbs 
FOR I - 1 TO Waves 
SumX(I) - 0 ' 
SumX2(I) - 0 ' 
SumXY(I) - 'Initialize terms 
NEXT I 
FOR I - 1 TO Cnt 
FOR J - 1 TO Waves 
Diff - Scan(I, J) - Scan(I, AAbs) 'Differences of absorbance 
SumX(J) - SumX(J) + Diff 
SumX2(J) - SumX2 (J) + (Diff * Diff) 
SumXY(J) - SumXY(J) + (Diff * Moisture(I).moist) 
NEXT J 
NEXT I 
FOR I - 1 TO Waves 
IF I <> AAbs THEN 
Num - SumXY(I) - ((SumX(I) * SumY) / CSNG(Cnt)) 
Denom - SQR((SumX2(I) - ((SumX(I) * SumX(I)) / CSNG(Cnt))) * YTerm) 
R(I) ■ Num / Denom 'Sample correlation estimate 
'Determine maximum correlation 
IF I > 1 THEN 
IF ABS(R(I)) > ABS(MaxR) THEN 
MaxR - R(I) 
BAbs - I 
END IF 
ELSE 
MaxR - R(I) 
END IF 
ELSE 
R(I) - 0 
END IF 
NEXT I 
'Display the correlation spectrum 
CLS 
Tick - 0 
FOR I - 1 TO Waves 
Tick - Tick + 1 
PSET (I, R(I)) 
PSET (I, 0), 6 
PSET (I, .5), 6 
PSET (I, -.5), 6 
IF Tick - 50 THEN 'Draw vertical grid lines 
Tick - 0 
FOR Num - -1 TO 1 STEP .02 
PSET (I, J), 4 
NEXT Num 
END IF 
NEXT I 
LOCATE 25, 1: PRINT "Max R- "; MaxR; ■ A- "; AAbs; "B- "; BAbs; 
DO: Go$ - UCASE$(INKEYS): LOOP UNTIL Go$ <> "" 
LOOP UNTIL Go$ - "X" 
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'Clean up and close up 
CLOSE 
END 
REM $STATIC 
9 
SUB Filelnfo (DFileS, Age) 
'Prompt for data file (unless it's named in the command line): 
X - INSTR(COMMANDS, ”/”) 
IF X THEN 
DFileS * MID$(COMMANDS, (X + 1)) 
ELSE 
CLS 
QEdit "Enter input data pathname: ", DFileS, 45, 2 
END IF 
DFileS - FileAge(DFileS, "SPC", "Input File", Age) 
OPEN DFileS FOR INPUT AS #DAT 
END SUB 
9 
SUB Intro 
'Clean up: ; 
CLS 
'Inform the user what we're up to: 
LOCATE 12, 37: PRINT "Delta_A" 
'Wait for a keypress: 
Waiter 
END SUB 
9 
SUB LoadData (ID() AS STRING, Moisture() AS mcalc, Size() AS meas, Scan() AS SINGLE, Cnt) 
'Loads the data from files produced by SSSSC 
CLS 
LOCATE 12, 30: PRINT "Loading data from file." 
Cnt • 0 
DO UNTIL EOF(DAT) OR Cnt - ASI2E 
Cnt - Cnt t 1 'Increment counter 
LINE INPUT #DAT, XS 
ID(Cnt) - MIDS (XS, 1, 13) 
Moisture(Cnt).tare - VAL(MID$(X$, 15, 7)) 
Moisture(Cnt).gross - VAL(MIDS(XS, 23, 7)) 
Moisture(Cnt).net - VAL(MIDS(XS, 31, 7)) 
Moisture(Cnt).moist - VAL(MIDS(XS, 39, 5)) 
Size(Cnt).A - VAL(MIDS(XS, 45, 5)) 
Size(Cnt).B - VAL(MIDS(XS, 51, 5)) 
Size(Cnt).C - VAL(MIDS(XS, 57, 5)) 
FOR I - 1 TO Waves 
INPUT #DAT, Scan(Cnt, I) 
NEXT I 
LOOP 
END SUB 
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'PLS_CAL 
'Partial Least Squares Calibration 
'DTL Spring 1990 
'Ref: Martens, H. and T. Naas. 1987. Multivariate calibration by data 
'compression, p. 57-87. In: P. Williams and K. Norris (ed.). Near-infrared 
'technology in agricultural and food industries. American Association of 
'Cereal Chemists, St. Paul, MN. 
'Declare subroutines 
DECLARE SUB Filelnfo (DFile$, Age%, OFile$) 
DECLARE SUB Intro () 
DECLARE SUB LoadData (U() AS SINGLE, v() AS SINGLE, Cnt%) 
DECLARE SUB MMult (A! () , B! () , C! () ) 
DECLARE SUB MMultII (A! () , B! () , C! ()) 
DECLARE SUB MSub (A!(), B!(), C!()> 
DECLARE SUB SaveToFile (X() AS SINGLE, ID%) 
DECLARE SUB Transpose (A! (), B! ()) 
'Declare external resources 
'SINCLUDE: 'TOOLS.BI' 
'Default variable type is integer 
DEFINT A-Z 
'All arrays are dynamic 
'$DYNAMIC 
'File constants 
CONST DAT - 1 
CONST NT - 2 
CONST XCT - 3 
CONST YCT - 4 
CONST WC - 5 
CONST TC - 6 
CONST PC - 7 
CONST QC « 8 
CONST CEC - 9 
CONST BIG - 10 
'Input data file 
'Calibration note 
'Mean of spectral data 
'Mean of constituent data 
'Weights 
'Scores 
'Spectral loadings 
'Constituent loadings 
'Calibration performance 
'Scratch file for storage 
'Dimension arrays and variables: 
DIM U(1 TO 
DIM v(l TO 
DIM w(l TO 
DIM t(l TO 
DIM p(l TO 
DIM q(1 TO 
1, 1 TO 1) 
1, 1 TO 1) 
1, 1 TO 1) 
1, 1 TO 1) 
1, 1 TO 1) 
1, 1 TO 1) 
AS SINGLE 
AS SINGLE 
AS SINGLE 
AS SINGLE 
AS SINGLE 
AS SINGLE 
'Spectral residuals 
'Constituent residuals 
'Weights 
'Scores 
'Spectral loadings 
'Constituent loadings 
DIM ScratchA(l TO 1, 1 TO 1) AS SINGLE 
DIM ScratchB(1 TO 1, 1 TO 1) AS SINGLE 
DIM Scratched TO 1, 1 TO 1) AS SINGLE 'Scratch matrices for calculations 
DIM CE AS SINGLE 
DIM DelCE AS SINGLE 
DIM Inbig AS SINGLE 
'Calibration error 
'Change in calibration error 
'Scratch variable for calculations using storage file 
'The typical introduction: 
Intro 
'The classic hassel for file names: 
Filelnfo DFile$, Age, OFile$ 
'User describes data set: 
CLS 
LOCATE 12, 1 
INPUT "Enter number of objects, absorbance values: ", 0, A 
INPUT "Enter number of factors to calculate: ", Factors 
'Redimension arrays: 
REDIM U(1 TO 0, 1 TO A) AS SINGLE 
REDIM V(1 TO 0, 1 TO 1) AS SINGLE 
'Load the data: 
LoadData U(), v<), Cnt 
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'One last prap before tha show: 
Transpose v(), ScratchAO 
' Count tha factors 
Fac - 0 
'This is tha top of tha factor producing loop (?): 
DO 
Fac - Fac + 1 'Increment factor count 
CLS 
LOCATE 12, 30: PRINT "Calculating for factor Fac; 
'Determine the spectral weights: 
' This is a little dicy because we are calculating [w] to have length 
' equal to one. (Unit vector - but we must call it a matrix) 
' [ScratchA] is the transpose of [v] when we loop to here. 
MMultll ScratchAO, U(), w() 
Transpose w(), ScratchBO 
MMultll w(), ScratchBO, ScratchCO 
Scratched, 1) - 1! / SQR(ScratchC(1, 1)) 
MMult ScratchBO, ScratchCO, ScratchBO 
Transpose ScratchBO, w() 
'Save the calculated weights 
SaveToFile w(), WC 
'Determine the scores: 
9 
' [ScratchB] is the transpose of [w] and saves a step. 
MMultll U(), ScratchBO, t() 
'Save the scores 
SaveToFile t(), TC 
'Spectral loadings: 
9 
' l/[t]'[tl is need here and for chemical loadings, [ScratchC] carries it 
Transpose t (), ScratchAO 
MMultll ScratchAO, t(), ScratchCO 
Scratched, 1) - 1 / Scratched, 1) 
MMultll ScratchAO, U(), ScratchBO 
MMultll ScratchCO, ScratchBO, p() 
'Save the loadings 
SaveToFile p(), PC 
'Chemical loadings: 
9 
' [ScratchC] is l/[t]'[t] 
MMultll ScratchAO, v(), ScratchBO 
MMultll ScratchCO, ScratchBO, q() 
'Save the loadings 
SaveToFile q(), QC 
'Calculate the error: 
9 
' The new v (residuals) are calculated in the process. 
MMultll t(), q(), ScratchAO 
MSub v(), ScratchAO, v() 
'CE shows if the residuals are reducing 
Transpose v(), ScratchAO 
MMultll ScratchAO, v(), ScratchCO 
Scratched, 1) “ SQR (ScratchC (1, 1) / (0 - 1 - Fac)) 
DelCE * CE — ScratchC(1, 1) 
CE - Scratched, 1) 
PRINT *CEC, Fac, CE, DelCE 'Recorded to disk 
'Crank the new spectral data: 
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' If the data sets are large (such as the 140 x 601 for Don's research) 
' then we need the disk for storage. 
IF (CSNG(O) * CSNG(A)) > 42000! THEN 
OPEN "XYZBIG" FOR OUTPUT AS *BIG 
SaveToFile U(), BIG 
CLOSE 4BIG 
MMultll t(), p(), U() 
OPEN "XYZBIG" FOR INPUT AS #BIG 
FOR I - 1 TO UBOUND(U, 1) 
FOR J - 1 TO UBOUND(U, 2) 
INPUT *BIG, Inbig 
U(I, J) - Inbig - U(I, J) 
NEXT J 
NEXT I 
CLOSE #BIG 
ELSE 
MMultll t(), p(), ScratchB() 
MSubUO, ScratchB(), U() 
END IF 
'Pause until we've seen enough: 
CLS 
LOCATE 12, 1 
PRINT "Factor "; Fac; " performance, CE: "; CE; " change in CE: "; DelCE 
Factors - Factors - 1 
LOOP UNTIL Factors - 0 
'Leave a clean house 
KILL "XYZBIG" 
CLOSE 
END 
REM $STATIC 
t 
SUB Filelnfo (DFile$, Age, OFileS) 
'Clean screen 
CLS 
'Prompt for data file (unless it's named in the command line): 
X - INSTR(COMMANDS, "/") 
IF X THEN 
DFileS - MIDS(COMMANDS, (X + 1)) 
QEdit "Enter output data pathname: ", OFileS, 45, 2 
ELSE 
QEdit "Enter input data pathname: ", DFileS, 45, 2 
QEdit "Enter output data pathname: ", OFileS, 45, 2 
END IF 
DFileS - FileAge(DFileS, "", "Input File", Age) 
OFileS - FileAge(OFileS, "NT", "Output File", Age2) 
'Ready the data files: 
OPEN DFileS FOR INPUT AS *DAT 
OFileS - LEFTS(OFileS, INSTR(OFileS, ".")) 
'User inputs a descriptive note for the calibration 
OPEN OFileS + "NT" FOR APPEND AS #NT 
CLS 
PRINT #NT, DATES; 
PRINT #NT, ■ PLS for input file "; DFileS; " ." 
PRINT #NT, "" 
INPUT "Note: ", NS 
PRINT #NT, NS 
PRINT #NT, "" 
CLOSE *NT 
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'Open other output 
OPEN OFile$ ♦ 
OPEN OFile$ + 
OPEN OFile$ ♦ 
OPEN OFile$ + 
OPEN OFile$ + 
OPEN OFlle$ + 
OPEN OFile$ ♦ 
END SUB 
files 
•XCT" FOR APPEND AS #XCT 
"YCT" FOR APPEND AS #YCT 
"W" FOR APPEND AS #WC 
"T" FOR APPEND AS #TC 
"P" FOR APPEND AS #PC 
"Q" FOR APPEND AS #QC 
"CE" FOR APPEND AS *CEC 
SUB Intro 
'Clean up: 
CLS 
'Inform the user what we're up to: 
LOCATE 12, 33: PRINT "PLS Calibration" 
'Wait for a keypress: 
Waiter 
END SUB 
SUB LoadData (U() AS SINGLE, v() AS SINGLE, Cnt) 
Waves - UBOUND(U, 2) 'Number of spectral wavelengths 
DIM SumU(l TO Waves) AS SINGLE 'Summation of spectrums 
DIM Sumv AS SINGLE 'Summation of constituent values 
'Read data from input file 
CLS 
LOCATE 12, 30: PRINT "Loading data from file.” 
Cnt * 0 
DO UNTIL EOF(DAT) 
Cnt - Cnt + 1 'Increment counter 
'This is currently designed to extract the moisture from SSSSC files 
LINE INPUT #DAT, X$ 
v (Cnt, 1) - VAL(MID$(X$, 39, 5)) 
Sumv - Sumv + v(Cnt, 1) 
'The 'spectrum' is collected here 
FOR I - 1 TO Waves 
INPUT #DAT, U(Cnt, I) 
SumU(I) - SumU(I) + U(Cnt, I) 
NEXT I 
LOOP 
'Record the means: 
CLS 
LOCATE 12, 30: PRINT "Saving center (means) of data." 
Sumv - Sumv / Cnt 
PRINT #YCT, Sumv 
CLOSE #YCT 
FOR I - 1 TO Waves 
SumU(I) - SumU(I) / Cnt 
PRINT #XCT, SumU(I) 
NEXT I 
CLOSE IXCT 
'Center the data: 
CLS 
LOCATE 12, 30: PRINT "Centering the data set." 
FOR I - 1 TO Cnt 
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v(I, 1) - v(I, 1) - Sumv 
FOR J - 1 TO Waves 
0(1, J) - U(I, J) - SumU(J) 
NEXT J 
NEXT I 
END SUB 
DEFSN6 A-Z 
t 
SUB MMult (A(), B(), C(>) 
' Matrix multiplier 
$ 
' [A] [B] - [C] 
9 
' If [A] is the same parameter as [C] result will be returned in (A]. 
' NOTE: Check [C] for proper matrix dimensions before calling. 
REDIM Sum(1 TO UBOUND(B, 2)) AS SINGLE 'Scratch for calculations 
DIM I AS INTEGER, J AS INTEGER, K AS INTEGER 'Loop counters 
FOR I - 1 TO UBOUND(A, 1) 
FOR J - 1 TO UBOUND(B, 2) 
FOR K - 1 TO UBOUND(A, 2) 
Sum(J) - Sum(J) + A (I, K) * B(K, J) 
NEXT K 
NEXT J 
FOR J - 1 TO UBOUND(B, 2) 
C(I, J) - Sum(J) 
Sum(J) - 0! 
NEXT J 
NEXT I 
END SUB 
9 
SUB MMult II (A(), B () , C()) 
' This is a front end for MMult 
9 
' [C] is redimensioned as needed, then MMult called 
REDIM C(1 TO UBOUND(A, 1), 1 TO UBOUND(B, 2)) 
MMult A(), B(), C() 
END SUB 
9 
SUB MSub (A (), B() , C ()) 
' Matrix subtraction 
9 
' [A] - [B] - [C] 
9 
' If [A] is the same parameter as [C] result will be returned in [A]. 
' NOTE: Check [C] for proper matrix dimensions before calling. 
DIM I AS INTEGER, J AS INTEGER 
FOR I - 1 TO UBOUND(A, 1) 
FOR J - 1 TO UBOUND(A, 2) 
C(I, J) - A (I, J) - B (I, J) 
NEXT J 
NEXT I 
END SUB 
DEFINT A-Z 
9 
SUB SaveToFile (X() AS SINGLE, ID) 
'Saves matrix to file 'ID' in a clean format 
Wide - 5 'Format width 
Row - UBOUND(X, 1) 
Col - UBOUND(X, 2) 
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C - 0 
FOR I - 1 TO Row 
FOR J - 1 TO Col 
C - C + 1 
PRINT #ID, USING ■##.######AAA* *; X(I, J); 
IF C MOD Wide - 0 THEN 
PRINT #ID, ■" 
C - 0 
END IF 
NEXT J 
IF C MOD Wide <> 0 THEN 
PRINT #ID, ■■ 
END IF 
C - 0 
NEXT I 
END SUB 
DEFSNG A-Z 
9 
SUB Transpose (A(), B()) 
'Matrix transpose 
9 
'Transpose of [A] returned in [B] 
9 
'[B] - [A]' 
DIM I AS INTEGER, J AS INTEGER 'Loop counters 
DIM Row AS INTEGER, Col AS INTEGER 'Transformed matrix description 
Row - UBOUND(A, 2) 'Rows from columns 
Col - UBOUND(A, 1) 'Columns from rows 
REDIM B(1 TO Row, 1 TO Col) 
FOR I - 1 TO Row 
FOR J - 1 TO Col 
B (I, J) - A (J, I) 
NEXT J 
NEXT I 
END SUB 
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'PLS_PRED 
'Partial Least Squares Prediction 
'DTL Spring 1990 
'Ref: Martens, H. and T. Naes. 1987. Multivariate calibration by data 
'compression, p. 57-87. In: P. Williams and K. Norris (ed.). Near-infrared 
'technology in agricultural and food industries. American Association of 
'Cereal Chemists, St. Paul, MN. 
'Declare subroutines 
DECLARE SUB Filelnfo () 
DECLARE SUB Intro () 
DECLARE SUB LoadData (XCtr!(), YCtr!, w!(), p!(), q!(), A AS INTEGER, Factors AS INTEGER) 
DECLARE SUB MMult (A! () , B! () , C! ()) 
DECLARE SUB MMultll (A! () , B! () , C! () ) 
DECLARE SUB MSub (AM), B!(), C!()) 
'Declare external resources 
'$INCLUDE: 'TOOLS.BI' 
'Default variable type is integer 
DEFINT A—2 
'All arrays are dynamic 
'$DYNAMIC 
'File constants 
CONST DAT - 1 
CONST XCT - 3 
CONST YCT - 4 
CONST WC - 5 
CONST PC - 7 
CONST QC - 8 
CONST BIG - 10 
'Input data file 
'Mean of spectral data 
'Mean of constituent data 
'Weights 
'Spectral loadings 
'Constituent loadings 
'Scratch file for storage 
'Dimension arrays and variables: 
DIM XCtr (1 TO 1, 1 TO 1) AS SINGLE 
DIM YCtr AS SINGLE 
DIM W(1 TO 1, 1 TO 1) AS SINGLE 
DIM p(l TO 1, 1 TO 1) AS SINGLE 
DIM t(l TO 1, 1 TO 1) AS SINGLE 
DIM q(1 TO 1, 1 TO 1) AS SINGLE 
DIM Spec(l TO 1, 1 TO 1) AS SINGLE 
DIM Predicted AS SINGLE 
DIM ScratchA(l TO 1, 1 TO 1) AS SINGLE 
DIM Junk AS SINGLE 
'Mean spectral data 
'Mean constituent 
'Weights 
'Spectral loadings 
'Scores 
'Constituent loadings 
'Array for spectrum data 
'Predicted value 
'Scratch matrix 
'Scratch variable 
'The typical introduction: 
Intro 
'The classic hassel for file names: 
Filelnfo 
'User describes data set: 
CLS 
LOCATE 12, 1 
INPUT "Number of absorbance values: ", A 
INPUT "Starting location for prediction values: ", StartPred 
INPUT "Number of factors to use: ", Factors 
'Redimension for data sets: 
REDIM XCtr(1 TO 1, 1 TO A) AS SINGLE 
REDIM w(l TO Factors, 1 TO A) AS SINGLE 
REDIM p(l TO Factors, 1 TO A) AS SINGLE 
REDIM q(1 TO Factors, 1 TO 1) AS SINGLE 
REDIM t(l TO 1, 1 TO Factors) AS SINGLE 
REDIM Speed TO 1, 1 TO A) AS SINGLE 
'Load the data: 
LoadData XCtr(), YCtr, w(), p(), q(), A, Factors 
'Predict! 
CLS 
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LOCATE 12, 36s PRINT "Predict!" 
DO UNTIL EOF(DAT) 
'All predictions are a sample at a tine to avoid memory concerns. 
'Load the spectral data for a sample: 
FOR I ■ 1 TO (StartPred - 1) 'Ignore data before spectrum 
INPUT #DAT, Junk 
NEXT I 
FOR I • 1 TO A 'Input spectrum 
INPUT #DAT, Spec(l, I) 
NEXT I 
'Center the unknown using the calibration: 
MSub Spec(), XCtr (), Spec() 
'Calculate scores for given number of factors: 
FOR I ■ 1 TO Factors 'Initialize scores matrix 
t(l, I) - 0 
NEXT I 
FOR I - 1 TO Factors 
IF I - 1 THEN 'First factor 
FOR J - 1 TO A 
t(l, I) - t(l, I) + Spec(l, J) * w(I, J) 
NEXT J 
ELSE 'Additional factors 
REDIM ScratchAd TO 1, 1 TO A) AS SINGLE 
FOR J - 1 TO A 
ScratchAd, J) - t(l, (I - 1)) * p((I - 1), J) 
NEXT J 
MSub Spec(), ScratchAO, Spec() 
FOR J - 1 TO A 
t(l, I) - t(l, I) + Speed, J) * w(I, J) 
NEXT J 
END IF 
NEXT I 
'Calculate the predicted value using scores 
MMultll t(), q(), ScratchAO 
Predicted - YCtr + ScratchAd, 1) 
PRINT #V, Predicted 'Record on disk 
LOOP 
'Close up files 
CLOSE 
BEEP 'Beep! We're done! 
END 
REM SSTATIC 
SUB Filelnfo 
'Clear screen 
CLS 
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'Prompt for files: 
QEdit "Enter CALIBRATION base pathname: ", CFileS, 45, 2 
QEdit "Enter PREDICTION data pathname: ", PFile$, 45, 2 
QEdit "Enter PREDICTED VALUES pathname: ", VFileS, 45, 2 
'Check for files: 
CFile$ - FileAge(CFile$, "NT", "CALIBRATION File", Age) 
PFile$ - FileAge(PFile$, *", "PREDICTION File", Age) 
VFile$ - FileAge(VFile$, "PRD", "VALUES File", Age) 
'Ready the data files: 
'Input: 
OPEN PFileS FOR INPUT AS #DAT 
CFile$ - LEFTS(CFile$, INSTR(CFileS, ".")) 
OPEN CFileS + "XCT" FOR INPUT AS #XCT 
OPEN CFileS + "YCT" FOR INPUT AS #YCT 
OPEN CFileS + "W" FOR INPUT AS #WC 
OPEN CFileS + "P" FOR INPUT AS #PC 
OPEN CFileS ♦ "Q" FOR INPUT AS #QC 
'Output: 
OPEN VFileS FOR APPEND AS *V 
END SUB 
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SUB Intro 
'Clean up: 
CLS 
'Inform the user what we're up to: 
LOCATE 12, 33: PRINT "PLS Prediction" 
'Wait for a keypress: 
Waiter 
END SUB 
DEFSN6 A-Z 
9 
SUB LoadData (XCtr(), YCtr, w(), p(), q(), A AS INTEGER, Factors AS INTEGER) 
DIM I AS INTEGER, J AS INTEGER 'Loop counters 
'Tell the user what we're doing 
CLS 
LOCATE 12, 23: PRINT "Loading data from calibration file." 
'Load the calibration centers: 
FOR I ■ 1 TO A 
INPUT #XCT, XCtr(1, I) 'Spectral data 
NEXT I 
CLOSE #XCT 
INPUT #YCT, YCtr 'Constituent data 
CLOSE #YCT 
'Load the weights and loadings: 
FOR I - 1 TO Factors 
FOR J - 1 TO A 
INPUT #WC, w(I, J) 
INPUT #PC, p(I, J) 
NEXT J 
INPUT #QC, q(I, 1) 
NEXT I 
CLOSE #WC 
CLOSE #PC 
CLOSE #QC 
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END SUB 
# 
SUB MMult (AO# B(), CO) 
9
 Matrix multiplier 
# 
' [A] [B] -(C) 
# 
9
 If [A] is the same parameter as [C] result will be returned in [A]. 9
 NOTE: Check [C] for proper matrix dimensions before calling. 
REDIM Sum(l TO UBOUND(B, 2)) AS SINGLE 'Scratch for calculations 
DIM I AS INTEGER, J AS INTEGER, K AS INTEGER 'Loop counters 
FOR I - 1 TO UBOUND(A, 1) 
FOR J - 1 TO UBOUND(B, 2) 
FOR K • 1 TO UBOUND(A, 2) 
Sum(J) - Sum(J) ♦ A(I, K) * B(K, J) 
NEXT R 
NEXT J 
FOR J - 1 TO UBOUND(B, 2) 
C(I, J) - Sum(J) 
Sum(J) - 0! 
NEXT J 
NEXT I 
END SUB 
# 
SUB MMultII (A(), B(), CO) 
' This is a front end for MMult 
# 
' [C] is redimensioned as needed, then MMult called 
REDIM C(1 TO UBOUND(A, 1), 1 TO UBOUND(B, 2)) 
MMult A(), B(), C() 
END SUB 
» 
SUB MSub (A () , B() , C()) 
' Matrix subtraction 
# 
' (A] - [B] - [C] 
# 
' If [A] is the same parameter as [C] result will be returned in [A]. 
' NOTE: Check [C] for proper matrix dimensions before calling. 
DIM I AS INTEGER, J AS INTEGER 
FOR I - 1 TO UBOUND(A, 1) 
FOR J w 1 TO UBOUND(A, 2) 
C(I, J) - A (I, J) - B (I, J) 
NEXT J 
NEXT I 
END SUB 
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APPENDIX B: CALIBRATION AND VALIDATION DATA 
The raw data sets for calibration and validation are recorded on a diskette, held in 
the Iowa State University Parks Library Media Center, as ASCII text files named 
CALJDATA.DAT and VAL_DATA.DAT respectively. The data for a sample is formatted 
as follows: 
Column 
Line 1: Bean ID number 1-6 
Moisture dish tare weight, g 15-21 
Moisture dish + wet bean weight, g 23-29 
Moisture dish + dry bean weight, g 31-37 
Moisture, % wet basis 39-43 
Length of axis of bean through hilum, inches 45-49 
Length of axis of bean parallel to hilum, 
i ches 51-55 
Length of axis perpendicular to plane of 
cotyledons, inches 57-61 
Lines 2-52: Absorbance values formatted 12 to a line. 
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Example data record for a single bean: 
350141 16.4610 16.7434 16.7016 14.1 30 0.288 0.332 0.252 
3.081 3.080 3.080 3.080 3.080 3.079 3.079 3.079 3.079 3.078 3.078 3.079 
3.079 3.078 3.078 3.078 3.078 3.078 3.077 3.078 3.076 3.077 3.077 3.077 
3.076 3.076 3.076 3.076 3.076 3.076 3.075 3.075 3.075 3.075 3.075 3.075 
3.074 3.074 3.074 3.074 3.074 3.073 3.074 3.074 3.074 3.073 3.073 3.073 
3.073 3.073 3.073 3.073 3.073 3.073 3.073 3.073 3.073 3.073 3.073 3.073 
3.073 3.073 3.073 3.073 3.072 3.072 3.072 3.072 3.072 3.072 3.072 3.072 
3.072 3.071 3.072 3.072 3.072 3.071 3.072 3.072 3.072 3.072 3.072 3.071 
3.071 3.071 3.071 3.071 3.071 3.071 3.071 3.071 3.071 3.071 3.071 3.071 
3.070 3.070 3.069 3.070 3.069 3.069 3.071 3.070 3.070 3.070 3.070 3.070 
3.070 3.070 3.070 3.070 3.070 3.070 3.069 3.069 3.069 3.069 3.069 3.069 
3.070 3.070 3.070 3.070 3.070 3.070 3.071 3.071 3.071 3.071 3.072 3.072 
3.071 3.072 3.072 3.073 3.073 3.073 3.073 3.073 3.074 3.074 3.074 3.075 
3.076 3.076 3.076 3.076 3.076 3.077 3.077 3.078 3.078 3.079 3.079 3.079 
3.080 3.081 3.081 3.082 3.082 3.083 3.083 3.084 3.085 3.084 3.085 3.086 
3.087 3.088 3.089 3.090 3.090 3.091 3.092 3.094 3.095 3.095 3.096 3.098 
3.099 3.100 3.101 3.102 3.101 3.104 3.104 3.105 3.106 3.107 3.108 3.109 
3.109 3.110 3.111 3.112 3.113 3.114 3.115 3.115 3.117 3.118 3.119 3.119 
3.121 3.121 3.123 3.124 3.124 3.126 3.127 3.128 3.128 3.130 3.131 3.132 
3.133 3.133 3.134 3.136 3.137 3.138 3.139 3.140 3.140 3.140 3.141 3.142 
3.142 3.141 3.142 3.141 3.142 3.142 3.143 3.144 3.143 3.143 3.144 3.144 
3.143 3.144 3.144 3.143 3.144 3.144 3.144 3.144 3.144 3.144 3.145 3.144 
3.144 3.144 3.145 3.145 3.144 3.145 3.144 3.144 3.143 3.143 3.143 3.143 
3.142 3.141 3.140 3.140 3.139 3.139 3.139 3.137 3.136 3.136 3.135 3.134 
3.133 3.132 3.132 3.131 3.130 3.130 3.129 3.128 3.127 3.127 3.127 3.127 
3.127 3.126 3.126 3.127 3.127 3.127 3.128 3.129 3.128 3.129 3.129 3.130 
3.131 3.132 3.134 3.134 3.135 3.136 3.138 3.139 3.140 3.142 3.143 3.144 
3.146 3.148 3.150 3.150 3.152 3.154 3.156 3.157 3.159 3.161 3.161 3.163 
3.164 3.166 3.167 3.168 3.169 3.171 3.173 3.173 3.175 3.176 3.178 3.179 
3.180 3.182 3.182 3.183 3.185 3.186 3.188 3.189 3.190 3.191 3.192 3.193 
3.194 3.195 3.196 3.197 3.198 3.199 3.201 3.202 3.202 3.203 3.204 3.206 
3.207 3.207 3.208 3.208 3.209 3.210 3.210 3.211 3.212 3.212 3.212 3.213 
3.213 3.214 3.214 3.215 3.215 3.215 3.216 3.217 3.217 3.216 3.216 3.216 
3.217 3.216 3.217 3.217 3.217 3.217 3.217 3.217 3.217 3.217 3.217 3.217 
3.217 3.217 3.217 3.217 3.216 3.217 3.216 3.216 3.216 3.216 3.216 3.216 
3.217 3.217 3.217 3.217 3.217 3.217 3.217 3.218 3.217 3.217 3.217 3.218 
3.218 3.218 3.218 3.218 3.219 3.219 3.219 3.219 3.219 3.219 3.219 3.218 
3.219 3.219 3.218 3.218 3.219 3.217 3.217 3.217 3.216 3.216 3.216 3.215 
3.214 3.214 3.212 3.212 3.211 3.211 3.210 3.210 3.209 3.208 3.207 3.207 
3.206 3.206 3.206 3.207 3.206 3.206 3.206 3.205 3.205 3.204 3.203 3.201 
3.199 3.197 3.192 3.191 3.189 3.187 3.187 3.186 3.185 3.186 3.186 3.186 
3.185 3.185 3.185 3.184 3.183 3.183 3.182 3.181 3.180 3.179 3.178 3.178 
3.177 3.176 3.175 3.174 3.173 3.173 3.172 3.170 3.169 3.168 3.167 3.166 
3.165 3.163 3.162 3.162 3.161 3.160 3.159 3.158 3.156 3.155 3.155 3.154 
3.152 3.151 3.150 3.149 3.147 3.146 3.145 3.143 3.143 3.141 3.140 3.139 
3.138 3.137 3.137 3.136 3.135 3.134 3.133 3.132 3.131 3.131 3.129 3.128 
3.128 3.127 3.126 3.126 3.125 3.124 3.123 3.123 3.121 3.121 3.120 3.120 
3.119 3.118 3.117 3.117 3.116 3.115 3.114 3.114 3.113 3.112 3.112 3.112 
3.111 3.110 3.110 3.109 3.108 3.108 3.108 3.107 3.107 3.106 3.106 3.105 
3.104 3.104 3.103 3.103 3.102 3.102 3.102 3.101 3.101 3.101 3.102 3.101 
3.101 
3.099 
3.100 3.101 3.101 3.100 3.101 3.100 3.100 3.100 3.100 3.099 3.099 
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APPENDIX C: PREDICTION PERFORMANCE 
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Figure 9. AA validation prediction using absorbance data only 
66 
Figure 10. MLR validation prediction using absorbance data only 
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Figure 11. PLS validation prediction vising absorbance data only 
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Figure 12. AA validation prediction using absorbance and path length data 
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Figure 13. MLR validation prediction using absorbance and path length data 
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Figure 14. PLS validation prediction using absorbance and path length data 
